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WASHINGTON: The United States has thrown away at least 15.1
million doses of COVID-19 vaccines since March 1, according to
a report by NBC News. The figure is far higher than previously
thought and probably still an undercount, because it is based on
self-reported data from pharmacies, states and other providers,
NBC said, quoting a response it received to a request for public
data. At least seven states are missing from the figures, as well as
major federal agencies. 

Reasons for dose wastage vary and include cracked vials, er-
rors in diluting vaccines, freezer malfunctions and more doses
in a vial than people who want them, with a limited window of a
few hours to use a vial once it is punctured. The news comes as
less-developed countries struggle to vaccinate their populations
due to supply constraints, with the continent of Africa just 2.8
percent fully vaccinated, according to public data collected by
Our World in Data. 

The United States, on the other hand, has administered some
440 million doses and vaccinated 52 percent of its population-
a figure that could have been much higher but for lingering vac-
cine hesitancy among a large segment of people. More than a
million Americans have received a third dose on the basis of
weakened immunity, and the country plans to make third shots
available to everyone eight months after their second, beginning
later this month.  

“It’s an equity issue,” Tim Doran, professor of health policy at
the University of York told NBC. “You’ve got a very wealthy

country with good access to vaccines essentially throwing vaccine
away.” The United States has pledged around 600 million doses
to middle- and lower-income countries, and had donated 110 mil-
lion as of early August.

In another development, North Korea has rejected around
three million doses of a Chinese COVID-19 vaccine, suggesting
they should be given to countries in greater need, Unicef said yes-
terday. The impoverished North was the first country to impose a
strict lockdown when it sealed its border in January last year to
stop the virus spreading from neighboring China, where it first
emerged before sweeping the world. Pyongyang insists it has yet
to see any cases of the virus-a claim that analysts doubt-but it
has paid a huge economic price for the blockade, with the regime
admitting in June it was tackling a “food crisis”.

Regardless, the isolated country told UNICEF-which distrib-
utes vaccines under the COVID-19 Vaccine Global Access
(Covax) program for low-income countries-that the Chinese-
made vaccines could be given to others, the UN agency said.
North Korea’s public health ministry “has communicated that the
2.97 million Sinovac doses being offered to DPR Korea by Covax
may be relocated to severely affected countries in view of the lim-
ited global supply of COVID-19 vaccines and recurrent surge in
some countries”, a UNICEF spokesperson told AFP.

Pyongyang would “continue to communicate” with COVAX “to
receive COVID-19 vaccines in the coming months”, they added.
In July, a South Korean think tank affiliated with Seoul’s spy

agency said Pyongyang had also rejected shipments of As-
traZeneca’s vaccine offered by the Covax scheme, apparently over
concerns about side effects. The Institute for National Security
Strategy added at the time that the North was not equipped with
sufficient cold chain storage for the Pfizer and Moderna vaccines,
while being sceptical about the effectiveness of Chinese vac-
cines.—Agencies
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Volunteer army rebuilds 
flood-stricken German 
towns
DERNAU: Instead of the shouts of noisy children, the halls of the
primary school in the German town of Dernau are filled with the
deafening sound of a dozen drills. The workers on site are an army
of unpaid volunteers who have taken on the colossal task of re-
building towns that were devastated by deadly floods in western
Germany seven weeks ago that washed away homes, offices and
infrastructure.

Some are locals, or helpers at public organizations like the Red
Cross or the fire brigade, but many others have travelled in from
across the country, helping to clear up debris by day and sleeping
in makeshift camps by night. Although the government has pledged
30 billion euros ($35 billion) to fund the reconstruction work, res-
idents say most of the help they receive comes from private people
like the volunteers in Dernau.

With less than a month to go before general elections, politi-
cians are “having a mud fight, but the real mud fight is here-and
they’re not,” says one volunteer, Christine Jahn. Before the floods,
Dernau was a picturesque town, framed by steep valley slopes
covered in vineyards. Today, entire streets in the worst-hit areas
are no longer inhabitable. The school can no longer be used ei-
ther: its pupils are now taking their classes elsewhere. Inside the
school, volunteers are working to strip flood-damaged walls,
chipping away at a mural painted by the schoolchildren depicting
the globe. —AFP

Cuba’s vaunted health 
system straining 
under COVID-19 cases
HAVANA: Cuba’s vaunted public health system, which boasts
more doctors per capita than any other country, has been
pushed to the brink in recent months by the arrival of the coro-
navirus Delta variant. In a country long left relatively unscathed
by the global pandemic, doctors are now battling to get their
hands on oxygen and drugs, and patients can wait up to 24 hours
for a hospital bed. 

Despite having rolled out its own, home-grown COVID-19
vaccines-Latin America’s first-Cuba has seen infections sky-
rocket since July, especially in remote parts of the country, and
deaths have soared too. Of the 5,300 coronavirus deaths
recorded on the communist island of 11.2 million inhabitants since
the outbreak started, nearly half were in the last month alone, as
were almost a third of all reported cases.

The pattern is symptomatic of an expansive and well-trained
public health system being let down by a lack of investment in
patient care, said Amilcar Perez-Riverol, a Cuban virologist at
the University of Sao Paulo in Brazil’s FAPESP Research Foun-
dation. Under the yoke of nearly six decades of US sanctions,
Cuba’s hospital infrastructure has been degenerating, and it has
a constant shortage of medicines, diagnostics tools and medical
equipment. As a result, “when an explosion of this magnitude oc-
curs, if the first barrier of containment is breached, the situation
worsens very quickly,” Perez-Riverol told AFP.

Four patients, three cylinders   
Cuba counts 84 doctors per 10,000 inhabitants-more than

any other country and almost three times the ratio in the United
States, according to the World Health Organization (WHO).
Since the epidemic began, Havana has sent some 4,000 health
professionals abroad to help tackle coronavirus outbreaks in
some 40 other countries.

But at home, residents have taken to social media in a des-
perate search for medicines for loved ones struck down by
COVID-19, and there have been reports of patients being intu-
bated without sedation. Doctor Pedro Julio Miranda told AFP
how desperation has inspired innovative use of limited resources
at his hospital in the central province of Villa Clara.

On a day in July, he had four critical COVID-19 patients with
trouble breathing, and only three oxygen cylinders. “Imagine
having to play God, deciding who lives and who dies. I thought
if I didn’t do something one of the four would definitely die,” he
recounted. He looked around for a tube split on one side with
which to connect two patients to a single tank, and then inspira-
tion struck. “I had the solution all along but I was unable to see
it because it was around my neck,” the doctor said-it was his
stethoscope tube.

Last month, President Miguel Diaz-Canel said the magnitude
of the outbreak had “surpassed the capacities of the health sys-
tem.” Health Minister Jose Angel Portal said the average of daily
cases in the first three weeks of August was 39.2 percent higher
than at the end of July.

For weeks now, “Cuba has had a positivity rate of about 20
percent” among people tested, four times the level considered
alarming by the WHO, said Perez-Riverol. But there may be
cause for optimism. In Havana, where the entire adult population
has been fully inoculated, there have been no reports of over-
stretched hospitals or an increase in funerals, suggesting the
Cuban vaccines are working well, said Perez-Riverol. Due to the
American sanctions, Cuba has a long tradition of making its own
vaccines-some 80 percent of those used today. —AFP

HARTFORD: In this file photo, needles preloaded with the Moderna and Pfizer-
BioNTech COVID-19 vaccines sit in baskets awaiting patients at the vaccine clinic
at Hartford Hospital in Hartford, Connecticut. —AFP


